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Seismic Instrumentation 

Circa 200 AD 

•  Objective – record transient motions in a moving 
reference frame 

•  Needs 
–  linear (one-to-one) response 
–  Very accurate timing 
–  High dynamic range (record small and large motions) 

•  Major Steps in Development 
–  4th century – seismoscope 
–  1751 Bina’s simple pendulum seismoscope 
–  1785 Cavalli’s mercury-based seismoscope 
–  1875 Cecchi’s 1st true seismograph 

•  Oldest known record Feb 22, 1881 
•  First association of a distant earthquake April 17, 1889 
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Simple Pendulums 1750 

L 

L=1m 

g=9.8 m/s2 

T=2 s 
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Weichert - Inverted Pendulum 

*two components of ground 
motion 

*damping 

*continuous recording 

An earlier version of this 
instrument was the first 
installed in North America by 

Berkeley in 1887. 

Harry Wood John Anderson 
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Wood-Anderson Torsion Seismometer 

*Work horse of 
local/regional 
monitoring 

*Instrument behind 
the development of 
the Richter Scale 

*Makes use of 
electro-magnetic 
damping, and 
optical 
magnification and 
recording 

*Circa 1920-1980s 

Co-discoverer of deep 
earthquakes - an 
observation that ultimately 
contributed some of the 
most persuasive evidence of 
Plate Tectonic Theory 

Developer of seismic 
instrumentation 
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100kg “Baby Benioff” 

*Electro-magnetic design 

*One of two instruments 
comprising the bulk of the first 
global seismic monitoring 
network - Circa 1960s 

WWSSN 
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Accelerometers 
Developed in 1930 by the USCGS to obtain onscale records of large earthquakes. In 
1933 the M6 Long Beach EQ provided the first accelerogram 

Digital Seismometry - 
1980s - 
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Gravitational tides ~0 Hz to ~70 microHz  
(periods of 4+ hours) 

Earth's 
eigenvibrations ~0.3 mHz to ~0.1 Hz 

Surface wave 
analysis ~2 mHz to ~2 Hz 

Regional 
earthquakes ~10 mHz to ~10 Hz 

Local earthquakes ~10 mHz to ~400+ Hz 

Strong motion 

~0.05 Hz to ~10 Hz  
(frequency band which usually causes 

structural  
damage during strong ground shaking) 

Recording Objectives 

Incorporated Research Institutions for 
Seismology (IRIS) 
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Incorporated Research Institutions for 
Seismology (IRIS) 

Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS) 
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California Integrated Seismic Network (CISN) 
Berkeley Stations 

Ocean Bottom Seismometry – BSL/MBARI 
partnership 
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Farallon Islands Installation 

Specifications of the Berkeley Digital Seismic 
Network (BDSN) 

•  Broadband 
–  Velocity 0.0028 to 10 Hz (360s to 0.1s period) 
–  Acceleration 0. to 40 Hz 

•  High Dynamic Range 
–  24-bit recording nominally 1010 in amplitude range 
–  +- 2 g acceleration to background noise 

•  Realtime Telemetry 
–  Continuous over telephone, microwave, radio and 

satellite networks 
•  Backup Power 

–  Three days of battery at all sites. Some are solar 
powered 
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http://www.cisn.org/shakemap/nc/shake/51101203/intensity.html 
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BDSN: strong motion 
BDSN: weak motion 

Berkeley 
Instrumentation 

Response of Different Instruments 
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Physical behavior of seismic instrumentation 
Fd F(t) 

F(t) 

m 

Ground 

Forces in the system 

1) 

€ 

Fg = mg= KΔl

2) Fs: spring restoring force 

€ 

Δl
l

<<1

€ 

F ∝ Δl

€ 

FS = −K(u(t)+ Δl) >∅

u + Δl >∅

u + Δl <∅

€ 

Fd = −C du
dt

€ 

du
dt

for 

if 
if 

force is directed upward 
force is directed downward 

3) Fd: damping force for small 

4)  Applied forces F(t) 
Governing Equation Newton’s law:  F = m a 

Substituting 

€ 

mg+ Fs( t)+ Fd (t)+ F( t) = m ˙ ̇ u 
mg− K(u( t)+ Δl)− C ˙ u (t)− F( t) = m ˙ ̇ u ( t)
m ˙ ̇ u ( t)+C ˙ u (t)+ Ku( t) = −F( t) = −m˙ ̇ z (t)

˙ ̇ u ( t)+
C
M

˙ u (t)+
K
M

u( t) = − ˙ ̇ z ( t)

Defining 

€ 

ω0 = K
m[ ]1/ 2

€ 

N m
Kg

 
  

 
  

1/ 2

→1 s

€ 

f0 = w /(2π )

€ 

T0 =
2π
ω0

= 2π m
K
 

  
 

  

1/ 2

Defining 

€ 

2ξ =
C
ω0m

=
C
Km

→ ξ =
C

2 Km

Indicator Equation 

€ 

˙ ̇ u ( t)+ 2ξω0 ˙ u (t)+ω0
2u( t) = − ˙ ̇ z ( t)
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Homogeneous equation solutions 

€ 

˙ ̇ u ( t)+ 2xw0 ˙ u (t)+ w0
2u( t) = 0

if 

€ 

ξ = 0 there is no damping and the motion 
is harmonic 

€ 

u( t) = A sin(ω0t)+ B cos(ω0t)

if 

€ 

ξ = 1 Response is critically damped 

€ 

u( t) = (A+ Bt)e−ω0t

if 

€ 

ξ >1 Response is over damped 

€ 

u( t) = Ae−ω0ξt+ω0 ξ 2 −1t + Be−ω0t (ξ+ ξ 2 −1)

if 

€ 

ξ <1 Response is under damped 

€ 

u( t) = Ae−ξω0t sin(ω0µt)+ Be
−ξω0t cos(ω0µt)

µ = 1− ξ 2

Used in seismometry to describe damped vibratory motion 
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Yountville Damping Example 

Fourier Analysis 
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Inverse Fourier Transform 

Inverse FT of derivative of function 

Indicator Equation 

FT of indicator equation 

Spectral Response of Instrument 

Amplitude and Phase Response 
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Instrument Design 

if ω0 >> ω 

if ω0 << ω

u(ω)∼Fz(ω) 

Sensitive to acceleration. Large ω0 
implies a stiff low mass instrument. 

Sensitive to displacement. Small ω0 
requires a large inertial mass 
instrument. 

if motion is fast 

if motion is slow 

Mass offset 
corresponds to 
ground 
displacement 

Mass offset 
corresponds to 
ground 
acceleration 

Instrument Demonstrations 

•  Horizontal Sprengnether 
•  Horizontal Wood Anderson 
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Recording technologies 
•  Pre 1910 smocked glass 
•  Smocked paper 
•  Photography and electric sensitive paper 
•  Film 
•  Magnetic tape 

–  Above have limited dynamic range 
•  Digital recording 

–  Analog signal from sensor is converted to digital form by discrete 
sampling 

–  Sampling theorem – a signal is correctly represented to a maximum 
frequency following dt=1/(2fm) 

–  Data loggers over sample data in the kHz range and decimate to 100 Hz or 
less. 

•  Each sample is represented as a binary word 

•  Assuming an 8-bit word 
–  1-bit is used for sign 
–  7-bits are used for amplitude 

•  Example: If the amplitude in the preceding example is 28 then in binary 
28=10011100 

i.e. 28=1 0 x 26 + 0 x 25 + 1 x 24 + 1 x 23 + 1 x 22 + 0 x 21 + 0 x 20 
What is the binary code for -31? -31=00011111 

Why is this so important? 

•  Dynamic range is the ratio of the maximum to the minimum amplitude that can 
be meaningfully stored 

dB = 10 . log(E/E0)                  since        E  α  A2 
dB = 20 . log(A/Amin) = 20 . log(2(n-1)) ≈ 6 . (n-1) 

where n is the number of bits 
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•  Galitzen electro-magnetic instrument 
– Trace thickness = 1 mm 
– Minimum resolvable signal, A0 = 0.1 mm 
– Maximum resolvable signal, A = 83 mm 

A/A0 = 830   =>   20 . log(830) = 58 dB 
Equivalent digital resolution 6 bits! 

Can adjusting the gain improve the dynamic 
range of this analog instrument? 

•  Older strong motion instruments were 16-bit. 
16 bit -> 90 dB -> +/- 32,768 digital count 

•  Newer instruments are 24-bit 
24-bit -> 138 dB -> +/- 8,388,608 digital counts 

•  Total resolution is limited by: 
–  1) dynamic range of sensor: STS-1, STS-2, STS-3… 
–  2) internal digitizer noise 
–  3) external Earth noise 

•  Modern systems sport 24-bit data acquisition systems with 
colocated +/- 2g accelerometers, wide band velocity 
sensors giving a nominal 200 dB dynamic range 

200 dB => +/- 1010 range in recordable grand motions 
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Clipped at 4cm of 
motion 

1m of peak-to-peak 
motion required 

Kobe vid 

Modern 
Instruments 

Transducers sense mass offset – 
applied power to servos maintain 
mass position – mass moves with 
ground and instrument, but amount 
of power used is proportional to 
ground velocity (or acceleration) 

Tremendous 
increase in 
linearity, recording 
bandwidth, and 
dynamic range 
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Figure from 
SCEC website – 
originally 
prepared by  

Tom Heaton 
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Recap 
•  Seismic instruments make use of inertia to record 

ground motions in a moving reference frame 
•  Instruments have evolved over time 
•  Damping, dynamic range and spectral response 

are all important to obtain usable records 
•  Inertial instruments  have limited dynamic range 
•  Force feedback instruments extend dynamic range 

and spectral response 
•  Digital recording and realtime telemetry lead to 

applications such as ShakeMap 


